RECEIVER & COCKPIT

In 2007 the receiver and cockpit programming was changed in the RAMMAX HHMR and FCR.

Both receiver and cockpit must have the same designation on the components or they will not properly communicate with each other.

If your machine is in need of a replacement receiver or cockpit, check the original components labels before ordering.

WHAT TO LOOK FOR

Notice the label on the back of each component. The receiver has Rec 07 and the cockpit has Cockpit 07. This verifies the two will communicate with each other.

(See next page for ordering correctly)
ORDERING THE CORRECT REPLACEMENT PARTS

If your existing receiver and cockpit contain the 07 on the label then ordering an individual component is not a problem, these components will communicate.

RECEIVER - MQ PART# 3-68561

COCKPIT - MQ PART# 3-68562

If your existing receiver and cockpit DO NOT contain the 07 on the label, you will have to order both as a communicating set, which will include the 07 label.

RECEIVER AND COCKPIT COMMUNICATING SET - MQ PART# 685961/2KIT

This cockpit does not have the Cockpit 07 on the label.